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Student Referral Form for Speech-Language Problems
Student: Primary language:

Address: Phone:

Referring teacher(s): Referral date:

Parent/guardian:

Date of birth: Grade: 

Retained (Yes/No) and year:

Was the parent notified of this referral?

Reason for referral (primary concern):

   Articulation (speech is not understandable or certain sounds are not clear/
correct; student shows omissions or substitutions of letters/sounds, distorts 
sounds, or adds letters or sounds to words)

   Language (lack of understanding and/or expression, excessive grammatical 
errors, and vocabulary problems)

  Fluency (stuttering, noticeable repetitions, and hesitations)

  Voice (unclear, hoarse, strained, or abnormal pitch)

  Other

Please describe the specific concerns prompting this referral and the severity and 
the frequency of the problems you have noticed. 

 

 

Does this student communicate effectively with other students and/or teachers?  
Yes/No

Please explain. 

 

 

Does this problem interfere with the student’s emotional, social, intellectual, or 
educational performance? Yes/No

Please explain. 

 

 

How does this problem affect this student’s learning?
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What support programs are currently provided to this student? (EIP, ELL, RD, Gifted, 
and so on)

 

 

In what setting or situation does the problem occur? 

 

 

Are there any attendance concerns with the student? (Please include absences, early 
check-outs, and/or tardies.)

 

 

Have you noted a particular learning style for this student?

  Auditory   Visual   Kinesthetic   None noted

Does this student have learning impediments that affect his or her learning style or 
ability to access academic information?

  Auditory Processing   Visual Processing   Sensory Integration   Other

Has hearing and vision been screened within the past six months? Yes/No

Date hearing and vision was completed:   Please attach results.

Explain how you have adjusted your instruction to assist this student.

 

 

What were the results of those adjustments? 

 

 

What are the best days/times for someone to observe the student in your class?

 

 

**Please attach any additional pertinent information that you feel may be helpful in 
understanding how this student is struggling.**
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